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This article aims at contributing to the discussion on the creation and management of
heritage. It offers insights on the risk of cultural commodiﬁcation that may occur when
the discourse held by heritage selectors displays in a former multi-ethnic context, thus
dealing with the memories left by an ethnic group that lost much of its inﬂuence, but still
asks for participation and tries to have a voice in heritage management and development.
The speciﬁc theme of Jewish heritage tourism is presented through the case of Lviv,
Ukraine. Key stakeholders were interviewed in order to cross-analyse different
perspectives and strategies. The risk of heritagization processes to paradoxically exclude
the communities who created and ran that heritage in the past but is discussed through
the reactions, perceptions, and suggestions of the various groups involved.
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Introduction
It iswidely recognized that heritage is constructed, perceived, interpreted, andmanagedaccord-
ing to an attribution of meanings and values (Ashworth, 2011; Graham, 2002; Smith, 2006).
The links with the past, either tangible or intangible, are recognized and represented through
a selection process related to the demands of the present and the visionsof the future (Ashworth,
Graham, & Tunbridge, 2007; Graham&Howard, 2008; Wall, 2009). Hewison (1987) deﬁnes
heritage as “thatwhich apast generationhas preserved andhandedon to the present andwhich a
signiﬁcant group of the populationwishes to hand on to the future” (Harvey, 2001). Thus, heri-
tage can be seen as the contemporary use of the past according to current cultural, social, and
economic realities (Ashworth, 2011), in order to build social identity, legitimize political
power, or support tourism development (Harvey, 2001).
Heritage production, or heritagization (Ashworth, 2011), can thus be seen as a political
process that implies choices among possibilities. The fundamental issues are related to who
has the responsibility and power to make this selection and manage its recognized aspects.
The dominant political, social, religious, or ethnic group usually determines which aspects
of heritage should be highlighted or “authorized” through a cultural “discourse” that vali-
dates the choice made (Smith, 2006).
Thus, the heritage selection process, according to Smith (2006), is a social process that
occurs through authorized heritage discourse (AHD), which is a process sustained by
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experts (the “authorizers”, such as archaeologists, historians, architects, and national and
international bodies, as well as politicians and decision-makers) that establishes what
counts as heritage, what the ofﬁcial heritage is, what its value is, where resource should
go, and what cultural identities matter in the context of a particular time and place. Accord-
ing to Smith (2006, p. 304), “heritage is a culturally directed process of intense emotional
power [that is] both a personal and social act of making sense of, and understanding, the
past and the present”. It follows that heritage is closely linked with the meanings placed
upon it and the associated representations (Graham, 2002; Graham, Ashworth, & Tun-
bridge, 2000; Kirshenblatt-Gimblett, 1998; Smith, 2004).
Values are placed upon artefacts or activities by people who interpret heritage through a
complex series of lenses such as nationality, religion, ethnicity, class, wealth, age, gender,
education, and personal history (Ashworth et al., 2007).
Smith (2004, 2006) and Timothy and Boyd (2003) argue that most heritage tends to
exclude the past of powerless groups and minorities, favouring artefacts, places, and
events of the stronger ones, with a tendency to use it for power and cultural hegemony
(Harvey, 2007; Lloyd, 2007). The deﬁnition, management, and promotion of heritage is
essentially an act of power that reﬂects the vision of the dominant groups, which continu-
ously decide what is to be preserved, highlighted, and brought into the future. Heritage is
thus inescapably related to a choice about which history should be discredited, which heri-
tage forgotten, and which people disinherited. As Smith (2009) asserts, the core of the heri-
tage debate needs to be centred on how the heritage that we save and promote actually
represents the diversity of historical and contemporary social and cultural experiences.
Confrontation of issues associated with heritage inclusion and exclusion, and societal or
intentional amnesia, deliberately suppressing certain parts of history or heritage belonging
to certain groups and communities, has become crucial in present societies that are charac-
terized by complex forms of cultural diversity (Caffyn & Lutz, 1999). Questions about com-
munity participation, social inclusion, and the recognition of diversity are called into the
heritage arena (Chambers, 2005; Lowenthal, 1998).
Heritagization processes can strengthen solidarity among the members of a group
(national, religious, social, etc.) by highlighting the differences between them and the
others (Poria & Ashworth, 2009). Heritage may also be created, misinterpreted, or deliber-
ately abused in order to provide political legitimation for certain governments, or to revive
local economies through the re-assessment, re-orientation, and re-use of existing places, or
the invention of new ones, as a means to regenerate images and differentiate tourism pro-
ducts (Novelli, 2005; Walder, Weiermair, & Sancho Pérez, 2006).
International tourists are often motivated by their desire to see and experience things
they do not have at their home environment (Cohen, 2004). Studies concentrating on
tourism marketing consider the impact that cultural diversity, and a corresponding diversity
of tourism products and destinations, can have on the evolution of tourism areas (Castro,
Armario, & Ruiz, 2007; Hoffman, 2003; Krakover, 2012; Ma & Hassink, 2013).
However, linking “authorized” heritage and tourism product marketing and development
necessarily raises questions on authenticity, commodiﬁcation, and participation (Halewood
& Hannam, 2001; Reisinger & Steiner, 2006).
A participatory approach to tourism development, a community sense of ownership, a
feeling of responsibility and practical involvement in tourism and heritage management
has long been advocated by researchers and practitioners as central to the sustainability of
tourism and of great importance to planners, managers, and operators (Boyd & Singh,
2003; Okazaki, 2008; Page & Dowling, 2002; Tosun, 2000). The ultimate goal of partici-
pation in heritage tourism development is identiﬁedwith the empowerment of the destination
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community at four levels – economic, psychological, social, and political – in order to
achieve sustainable development (Scheyvens, 1999).
However, the effective implementation of the various participation paradigms, such as
the community-based tourism (CBT) one, is still debated. Blackstock (2005, p. 45), for
example, considers CBT to be “naïve and unrealistic” claiming that it largely fails as a com-
munity-based approach because of three major weaknesses. First, it tends to take a func-
tional approach to community involvement, since it seeks to identify potential problems
and overcome these before the tourism industry is damaged by adverse local reactions;
the community is co-opted into supporting tourism through an illusion of power sharing,
but they are not empowered to reject tourism as a development option. Second, it tends
to treat the host community as a homogeneous bloc, but in reality most communities are
complex, heterogeneous, and stratiﬁed, so that sub-groups or individuals can act for their
own interests rather than collective well-being. Third, it undermines the structural con-
straints to local control of tourism industry.
Various other scholars have identiﬁed a number of inter-related barriers that prevent
effective local communities’ involvement in tourism development (Cole, 2006). According
to Tosun (2000), several internal and external barriers hamper participation, such as lack of
ﬁnancial resources, negligible experience of tourism, heavy presence of international tour
operators, ethnic discrimination, etc.
This article contributes to the discussion on the management of heritage and cultural
tourism related to minority groups. It offers insights on the risk of cultural commodiﬁcation
thatmay occurwhen the discourse held by heritage selectors displays in a formermulti-ethnic
context, thus dealing with the heritage left by an ethnic group that lost much of its inﬂuence,
but still asks for participation and tries to have a voice in its management and development.
The case of Lviv, Ukraine, is examined. This site is pertinent to the discussion since it is a
historically multi-ethnic city, which used to be mainly inhabited by Ukrainians, Poles, and
Jews, and is now mostly inhabited by ethnic Ukrainians (88.1%) and Russians (8.9%),
according to the last census (2001). Actors, discourses, and reasons behind Jewish culture
management and heritagization are highlighted, and the reactions, perceptions, and sugges-
tions by the various groups involved are portrayed. Thus, this article contributes to the dis-
cussion about the creation and management of heritage, in particular for tourism purposes.
It also underpins the intrinsic risk of the heritagization process to paradoxically exclude
the communitywho produced and ran that heritage in the past but is now in aweaker position.
The concepts of heritage selection and authorization are discussed ﬁrst. Then, the
speciﬁc theme of Jewish heritage tourism (JHT) is analysed, followed by presentation of
the methodology and study location. Next, the case features are used to illustrate how
the present small Jewish community of Lviv perceives and reacts to the management and
development of Jewish culture planned and pursued by the Ukrainian authorities.
Finally, there is a reﬂection on the discourse behind the heritagization of Jewish legacy
and how the case study contributes to a better understanding of the complexity of the her-
itagization processes in multi-ethnic sites.
Different approaches to JHT from Lviv
Study methods
The study is substantially based on a qualitative research method and incorporates the three
sources of data recognized in this method: observations, interviews, and consultation of sec-
ondary sources (Merriam, 2002; Patton, 2002). The ﬁeld study was made in November and
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December 2014, over a period of 20 days. Observations included visits to the main cultural
highlights and neighbourhoods related to the Jewish historical and current presence in Lviv.
The authors undertook interviews as informal conversations with key stakeholders from
the Jewish community of Lviv, with city and regional tourism authorities, and with man-
agers of State and municipal museums involved in activities and plans for JHT develop-
ment. A total of 10 conversations were held, namely with the Municipal responsible for
tourism development and marketing, the Regional tourism authority, the Director of the
National Museum of Ethnography and Crafted Art, the Deputy Director of the Centre for
Urban History, the guides from the Museum of History and the City Hall tourist information
ofﬁce, and, within the Jewish community, with the representatives of the Hesed Museum
“Tracing Galician Jews”, the representatives of the Union of Councils for the Jews of the
Former Soviet Union in Ukraine, the Hillel Jewish Youth Organization, and the Sholem
Aleichem Jewish Culture Society in Lviv.
The main questions of the conversations were how the municipal, regional, and national
authorities manage and envision the Jewish heritage of Lviv within the broader perspectives
of tourism development in the region, and how the Jewish community participates, per-
ceives, and reacts to these plans. Conversations started with introducing the research
aims, were held in Ukrainian, and varied in length from 30 to 60 minutes.
Prior to entering the ﬁeld, the authors undertook a review of literature on heritage,
AHD, heritagization, and participation, part of which has been reported above, in order
to provide a broad academic context for the research. They also consulted a range of sec-
ondary sources, such as historical and recent statistical data on the demography and the
economy of the city and the region and materials that directly or indirectly deal with
Jewish history and JHT, adopting a multidisciplinary approach. Brochures, maps, and web-
sites produced by the tourist ofﬁce were analysed, too. Information collected via these pro-
cedures enabled triangulation and validation of data.
Jewish heritage tourism
JHT is a product offered to visitors in many European towns and cities (Gruber, 2002; Krak-
over, 2013). It is long accepted in the ﬁeld of tourism development, and especially in heri-
tage tourism, that it is not the site that matters but the meaning and values assigned to it
(Poria, Butler, & Airey, 2004). Despite the wide interest in religious tourism (Timothy &
Olsen, 2006), let alone pilgrimage (Swatos & Tomasi, 2002), discussion of Jewish heritage
as a tourism product is rather rare. Ashworth (1996) can be credited for bringing this topic
to the fore as an example of dissonant heritage (Ashworth, 2003). Gruber (2002) documents
the story of the “reinvention” of Jewish-related relics in many towns and cities in Europe.
Over the past decades, particularly since the fall of communism in 1989–1990, Europe
has seen a growth of interest for any aspects related to Judaism, Jews, Jewish culture, and
the Holocaust, increasingly recognized as part of national history and culture. As part of this
trend, Jewish culture, or what is perceived or deﬁned as Jewish culture, has become a visible
component of “heritage” and “identity”, even in countries where Jews themselves now are
practically invisible. This is a Europe-wide phenomenon, observable in countries whose
people were the perpetrators as well as the victims and bystanders of the Second World
War and the Holocaust, and even in countries where antisemitism is still alive. Klezmer fes-
tivals, restoration of synagogues, opening of Jewish museums, construction of Holocaust
memorials, production of ﬁlms, and novels have characterized this trend in most European
countries (Valley, 1999). Jewish-theme tourism has become a well-established niche in the
vast tourist market, promoted on the private level and also strongly backed by state, city, or
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regional authorities (Gruber, 2002). Numerous new Jewish guidebooks, brochures, Jewish
heritage maps, posters, and other materials have been published, and new travel agencies
have opened to specialize in Jewish tours. Responding to this growing interest, old
Jewish quarters are under development as tourist attractions and gentriﬁcation areas in
Seville, Cordoba, Venice, Budapest, Prague, Cracow, Lublin, Vilnius, etc. Jewish
museums have been opened in Berlin, Frankfurt, Warsaw, Moscow, Vienna, Paris,
Munich, Copenhagen, Thessaloniki, Budapest, etc., as well as in smaller towns and rural
villages in many countries, from Romania to France (Gruber, 2007). Holocaust sites,
from Dachau to Auschwitz-Birkenau, are visited by millions of people every year (Thur-
nell-Read, 2009). Jewish-style shops, galleries, cafes, and restaurants have been opened
in several cities, in many cases by non-Jews. Jewish-themed souvenirs of various materials
and origin are sold in these locations and establishments. Since the Jewish presence in most
of these cities and countries is negligible, the vast majority of visitors, customers, and audi-
ences are non-Jews (Heitlinger, 2013). Commodiﬁcation and commercialization are cer-
tainly linked to exploitative and opportunistic business, or to guiltiness about the
Holocaust, but, in many other cases, the rediscovery of Jewish history and culture
depends on the metaphorical interpretation and value attribution by non-Jews. This heritage
can be variously seen and used as a symbol of survival, hybrid identity, multiculturalism; a
symbol of Nazi crimes or communist denial; a symbol of all oppressed peoples and demo-
cratic ideals (Young, 1993). It can be linked with fascination for world music, nostalgia for a
vanished past, admiration for Jewish ﬁgures in arts, literature, and science (Tuszynska,
1998). This phenomenon is manifested on a purely personal level but also as a conscious
part of public policies, by local and national authorities as well as by pan-European insti-
tutions. In countries such as Spain, Portugal, and Italy, especially southern Italy, it is a
matter of recreating or reinventing a heritage that was mostly lost and destroyed over
ﬁve centuries ago. The mainstream recovery of Jewish history and culture, as well as Holo-
caust memory, can be used as a means of re-thinking and re-deﬁning both personal identi-
ties and national histories, in a process that is both conscious and unconscious.
Jews themselves have not been immune to this phenomenon. Parallel to the develop-
ment of a non-Jewish embrace of “things Jewish” in Europe, there has been an internal
Jewish rediscovery of roots and heritage, too, particularly since the fall of communism.
Indeed, the embrace of Jewish culture by mainstream society has gone on side by side
with efforts by Jews themselves to recover or redeﬁne personal Jewish identities and to
revive or enrich Jewish communities, Jewish life, and internal Jewish culture in various
countries (Flesler & Pérez Melgosa, 2010).
Considering the experiences of revitalization and commodiﬁcation of Jewish neigh-
bourhoods, this process shows both positive and negative aspects. On the one hand,
Gruber (2009) dubs the controversial commercial exploitation of Jewish heritage in some
European cities as “Jewish Disneyland” in Berlin, and “Jurassic Park of Judaism” or
“Circus of the dead” in Prague. A negative attitude towards the commercialization of the
sacred sites in Poland and Germany, among worldwide Jewish communities, is also
shown by Podoshen and Hunt (2011). On the other hand, rehabilitation of Jewish heritage
sites in the aforementioned cities turned Jewish neighbourhoods into vibrant urban spaces
and boosts the physical development of once dilapidated and depressed areas (Krakover,
2012).
The history and memory that are resurrected are often distorted or codiﬁed to suit
speciﬁc local and personal needs. Heritagization of past Jewish life and culture can thus
respond to symbolic expectations and cultural demands by non-Jews and can also feed
business and tourism product and destination diversiﬁcation and development. However,
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approaching this heritage without a connection with a living and evolving Jewish dimen-
sion raises issues of cultural authenticity, interethnic dialogue, community participation,
and history interpretation which ought to be analysed in-depth.
Jewish history and heritage in Lviv
The long history of the Jews in Lviv is marked by memories of both great cultural ﬂour-
ishing and dreadful violence. The city was founded by King Danylo of Galicia in the
thirteenth century and thrived in the following centuries as a major trade and commerce
centre through the Ruthenian, Polish, and Austrian rules, changing its name to Lwów and
to Lemberg and attracting a mixed population of Ukrainians, Poles, Jews, Germans,
Armenians, and other groups. In spite of wars and invasions, the Jewish presence in
the city rapidly grew, particularly between the late nineteenth and the early twentieth cen-
turies, making signiﬁcant contributions in trade, science, and culture. Jews traditionally
lived in two distinct neighbourhoods of medieval foundation, one within the walled
middle city and one in a Northern borough called Krakow, both with their own old syna-
gogues and yeshivas. In 1867 residential restrictions were ﬁnally abolished and Jews
could live outside the designated areas. As a consequence, during the last decades of
the Habsburg time, afﬂuent Jewish families settled in the rapidly growing Western dis-
tricts of the city, where they built elegant eclectic-style buildings. Two Jewish cemeteries
functioned: an old one, used from the ﬁfteenth to the nineteenth century, located close to
the city centre, and a new one, opened in 1855, North-East of the centre. Between the
two World Wars, during the Second Polish Republic, the Jewish population peaked in
size and importance. In the census of 1931, out of a population of 312,000 people,
the Jewish community counted 75,300 people (24.9%) by ﬁrst language (Yiddish) and
99,600 (31.9%) by religion. Assimilated Jews, who perceived themselves as Poles of
Jewish faith, constituted the discrepancy between those numbers. In the same year,
Poles represented 63.5% by language and 50.4% by religion (Roman Catholic), and
Ukrainians 11.3% by language and 15.9% by religion (Greek Catholic), while the sur-
rounding rural areas were predominantly Ukrainian. Jews were notably involved in the
city’s renowned textile industry and constituted a signiﬁcant part of Lviv’s intelligentsia
and academic elites. Three daily newspapers were printed in Yiddish, and the Jewish
community possessed the biggest library in the city, with over 80,000 volumes, as
well as one of the ﬁrst Jewish museums in Europe, opened in 1934. Antisemitism was
not negligible, as shown, for example, by the highly criticized physical segregation of
Jewish University students adopted by the Lviv Polytechnic in 1935 (“ghetto
benches”). However, the Jewish presence was strong and inﬂuential, and the city kept
its traditional cosmopolitan atmosphere. The tragic events of 1939, with the Soviet
annexation following the Molotov–Ribbentrop Pact, and 1941, with the Nazi invasion,
brought violence and massacres. The Jewish population, which had swelled to over
200,000 people in 1940–1941, absorbing an inﬂux of refugees from German-occupied
Poland, was hit by large-scale killings and pogroms perpetrated by both German Einsatz-
gruppen and their collaborationists, as early as July 1941 (Himka, 2011). Most synago-
gues were destroyed, along with cemeteries and community buildings.
A ghetto was established on 8 November 1941 in the northern part of the city. Out of
120,000 people who were forced into that overcrowded area, only a few hundreds still sur-
vived by the time that the Red Army entered Lviv on 26 July 1944. The victims were mostly
killed in the Ghetto area, in the nearby Janowskalabour camp and in the Bełżec extermina-
tion camp (Kahana, 1990; Weiss, 2011).
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Among the Jews who survived during the Holocaust, some of them found a shelter in the
sewerage system of the city (this story is described by Robert Marshall in the book “In the
Sewers of Lvov”, 1990). Some of those who had Polish citizenship before 1939 were “repa-
triated” toPolandafter the endof theSecondWorldWar, according to thePolish-Soviet treaties.
Lviv became part of Soviet Ukraine in 1944. The Polish population was almost entirely
expelled and replaced by Ukrainians expelled from Poland or migrating from the country-
side, as well as by a large inﬂux of workers coming from other parts of the Soviet Union,
among whom were many Russian Jews. The post-war Jewish population peaked at 30,000
in 1979 (2.7%), but Soviet authorities did not allow religious re-organization and the com-
munity subsequently dwindled due to emigration and assimilation. The only functioning
synagogue in Lviv during the Soviet period was closed down in 1962. Only in 1990 the
synagogue on Mikhovskikh Street was re-opened and a rabbi arrived to Lviv.
Since the fall of communism and the dissolution of the Soviet Union, in 1991, the
Jewish community has experienced a considerable cultural revival in independent
Ukraine, in spite of its greatly reduced size, resurgent episodes of antisemitism, and
ongoing emigration, mainly to Israel, Germany, and the USA.
The history of the Holocaust in Lviv re-emerged from the oblivion and, in 1992, a
monument to the victims of the Ghetto was erected by the Jewish community near its
old entrance gate.
The Jewish heritage in Lviv shows traces of richness and beauty as well as tragedy, dev-
astation, and neglect. The extensive destruction of the Second World War spared two syna-
gogues, one from 1844 and one from 1925, and the former Moorish Jewish hospital,
together with ruins of the famous Golden Rose synagogue, the remnants of the two
Jewish cemeteries, as well as a large number of old and often dilapidated houses and
streets in the inner and outer Jewish districts, and impressive nineteenth–twentieth
century bourgeois architecture in many central districts. Old shop signs in Yiddish survived
or have been restored in several streets, and the mezuzah door holes can be still found in
many houses. Jewish-related everyday objects and books can be easily found in the ﬂea
markets, and Jewish frescos and decorations are often found in cellars and apartments
during renovation works throughout the city.
The Klepariv railway station, from which tens of thousands of deportees were sent to
extermination camps, still stands and has a memorial plaque at its entrance, while the
Janowskalabour and death camp is now a mostly empty area covered with wild vegetation
and only a small stone, placed in 1993, commemorates its estimated 100,000 victims. The
old cemetery is mainly occupied by an open-air market. Public collections of Jewish art are
displayed in several museums, although most of the objects, mainly coming from the dis-
mantled pre-war Jewish museum and former private collections, are kept in storage. Intan-
gible Jewish heritage related to literature, music, theatre, religion, folk traditions, and
cuisine is vast. Personalities such as Sholem Aleichem, Simon Wiesenthal, StanisławLem,
Bruno Schulz, Joseph Roth, MajerBałaban, Łucja Frey, and Martin Buber are related to the
city. Films such as “Everything is Illuminated”, directed by L. Schreiber (2005), from the
novel with the same title by J. S. Foer (2002), and “In Darkness”, directed by A. Holland
(2011), are connected with Jewish Lviv.
The surrounding area is also rich in both dilapidated and restored tangible and intangi-
ble Jewish heritage, represented by synagogues, cemeteries, domestic architecture, folk tra-
ditions, cultural and religious personality memories, etc.
Little of this vast history and related sites is known and visited by mainstream tourists
and its heritagization and development is the focus of contrasting and diverging views and
actions, as will be shown in the following paragraphs.
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Public and private actions for the heritagization of Jewish history in Lviv
Since 1991, and particularly since the early 2000s, Lviv has been emerging as a major
tourist destination in Ukraine. UNESCO included the Old City of Lviv in the World Heri-
tage List in 1998, as, according to the website of UNESCO’s World Heritage Center:
in its urban fabric and its architecture, Lviv is an outstanding example of the fusion of the archi-
tectural and artistic traditions of eastern Europe with those of Italy and Germany. The political
and commercial role of Lviv attracted to it a number of ethnic groups with different cultural and
religious traditions, who established separate yet interdependent communities within the city,
evidence for which is still discernible in the modern townscape.
The city beneﬁtted from the abolition of the visa regime for Western tourists in 2005, was
chosen as Cultural Capital of Ukraine in 2009, hosted the 2012 UEFA European Champion-
ship, and developed road, train, and ﬂight connections with Central and Western Europe.
Tourist arrivals in the city peaked at 1.7 million in 2014, up from 1.0 million in 2011.
According to the statistics provided by the city’s Tourist Information Centre, in the ﬁrst
half of 2015, the top six countries of inbound tourists’ origin in Lviv were Poland,
Germany, Turkey, the USA, France, and Austria. Cultural tourism is the main attractor
of these ﬂows. Polish, German, and Austrian tourists, in particular, are strongly attracted
by the city’s connection with Polish and Austrian history. With the newly opened air con-
nection between Lviv and Tel Aviv, the number of Israeli tourists in 2015 also signiﬁcantly
increased.
Tourism tends to concentrate in the UNESCO Old City area and in the surrounding
commercial streets, generally ignoring other historical districts. The rest of the region
tends to be largely overshadowed.
In order to spread and further develop cultural tourism to the rest of the city and the
region, municipal and regional tourism authorities have started focusing on product diver-
siﬁcation working on several thematic routes, such as Secession architecture, the history of
astronomy, coffee and chocolate traditions, etc.
Jewish heritage has not been forgotten in terms of cultural and tourist potential, as
business opportunities related to Jewish-themed tourism in cities such as Prague,
Cracow, and Lublin are well known to both public and private investors, as reported to
the authors during the interviews. Most guidebooks on Lviv include Jewish sites and
routes. The Tourist Information Ofﬁce at the Town Hall has plenty of information on
Jewish heritage with suggested itineraries in the old Jewish areas and in the late-nineteenth-
and early-twentieth-century areas too, although there are no dedicated brochures.
In 2013 the Centre for Social and Business Initiatives of Yaremche (Ivano-Frankivsk
Oblast) started a project titled “Shtetl Routes. Vestiges of Jewish cultural heritage in trans-
border tourism”, funded by the European Union within the Poland-Belarus-Ukraine Neigh-
bourhood Programme. The project’s main aim is increasing new tourism products
associated with Western Ukrainian Jewish cultural heritage and expanding related knowl-
edge and skills enabling the trained tour-guides to include the region’s Jewish heritage in
tourism services.
Since a new air connection between Lviv and Tel Aviv was established in May 2015,
local authorities expect growing tourist ﬂows from Israel to appear in the city. Israeli
tour operators already started familiarization tours in April 2015, in order to rapidly
develop tourism relations and business.
However, the lack of large focused museums and the disappearance of most recogniz-
able buildings make this Jewish heritage difﬁcult to recognize for the average tourist.
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Dealing with a largely neglected heritage and a small, dwindling and heterogeneous
Jewish community, the public authorities gave way to a controversial approach to
heritagization.
The City Council, in collaboration with the German co-operation (Deutsche
GesellschaftfürInternationaleZusammenarbeit – GIZ), made an international call in 2010
to re-arrange some of the main Jewish sites of the city. Costs were planned to be
covered by public Ukrainian and German funds. The main project regarded the ruins of
the celebrated Golden Rose synagogue, built in the sixteenth century in Gothic and Renais-
sance styles and destroyed by the Nazis in 1943. The winner project, by German architects
P. Reschke and F. Springer, creates empty squares and green areas where the old buildings
were, aiming at promoting encounter and meditation. Another project, by Israeli architect
R. Lombrozo, aims at creating a small memorial in a part of the area of the old Jewish cem-
etery. The third project, by the American architect M.Y. Ho, will create a large memorial site
at the Janowskalabour and death camp.
In the meantime, the empty areas where Jewish public and private buildings stood
before the Holocaust, particularly north of the city centre, including the historical
Krakow district, have started being redeveloped with major construction sites. A shopping
mall was opened in 2012 within the former Ghetto area, causing widespread protests.
The National Museum of Ethnography and Crafted Art opened an exhibition in 2014/
2015 (“Ours/Others”) focused on the difﬁcult management of Lviv’s complex cultural heri-
tage through the Nazi and Soviet times. The collection includes precious Jewish art pieces
from the former Jewish Museum, closed by the Soviet authorities in 1939, and advocates its
re-establishment.
Private business related to Jewish history is currently revolving around the “Under the
Golden Rose Restaurant”, opened in 2009 next to the ruins of the old synagogue, which recre-
ates the pre-war atmosphere of the district but is not run by the Jewish community, offers no
kosher food, and has been repeatedly accused of commercializing and stereotyping Jewish
heritage, as bargaining on prices and offering customers black hats with curly artiﬁcial side-
locks are explicitly used as attractors. The venue has also been widely criticized for its
location, since the area witnessed tragedy and death and no memorial recalls those events,
besides the mute and dilapidated ruins of the synagogue. It is part of a series of theme restau-
rants scattered in the city centre, devoted to the Ukrainian Insurgent Army, to international
freemasonry, to the novels of Leopold von Sacher-Masoch, etc. Boycott on the restaurant
was called by international media during the 2012 UEFA Cup, but, nevertheless, this atmos-
pheric candle-lit restaurant is highly popular among locals and tourists as well. Jewish-themed
souvenirs are sold there, such as fridge magnets and self-produced music CDs.
Another restaurant offering typical Galician cuisine, including Jewish food, recently
opened in April 2015. Its concept and interiors are dedicated to the Baczewskis, a
Jewish family who lived in Lviv till 1939, remembered for owning one of the most success-
ful enterprises ever existed in the city, the Baczewski vodka and liquor distillery.
The Centre for Urban History of East Central Europe, a private non-proﬁt organization
founded in Lviv in 2004, is involved in organizing exhibitions on the city’s history, includ-
ing the Jewish presence and heritage (e.g. “The Search for Home in Post-war Lviv”, 2013,
and the “Jewish Days in the City Hall”, 2015). Since 2010, the Centre has been organizing
summer schools in Jewish history and culture.
In 2014, a private-funded project was started aiming at building a large multimedia
Memorial Museum of Totalitarian Regimes (“Territory of Terror”) on the ground of
empty spaces where the former Ghetto was, and where, after 1945, the Soviets constructed
a prison of the People’s Commissariat for Internal Affairs (Narodnyy Komissariat
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Vnutrennikh Del – NKVD). The museum will focus on oppression of civil population in
Lviv by the Second Polish Republic authorities, the Nazis and the Soviets, in a controversial
combination of different histories.
The responses by the Jewish community
The Jewish community in Lviv today is essentially composed of people who migrated from
the rest of Ukraine and the former Soviet Union after 1945 and by their descendants. It
counts between 1000 and 5000 people, depending on different Jewishness deﬁnitions,
out of 730,000 inhabitants (2012). None of them lived in the city before the Holocaust
and none of them speaks Yiddish or Polish as ﬁrst language anymore, their languages
being Ukrainian and Russian. In spite of its relatively small size, the community is very het-
erogeneous, with Orthodox, Progressive, pro-Russian, pro-Western, religious, secular, acti-
vist, or inactive orientations.
Several youth organizationswork for the preservation of tangible and intangible heritage in
the city and the region, currently focusing on international summer camps for the restoration of
Jewish cemeteries in rural areas,with Jewish andmostly non-Jewishvolunteers, and on cultural
events. A very successful music and culture festival (“LvivKlezFest”) has been held every
summer since 2009with the full involvement and support of the Jewish community and ﬁnan-
cial aid coming from American Jewish organizations and other sources. Another community-
run festival (“Days of Yiddish”) also focuses on Jewish literature, theatre, and cinema.
The community opened a museum in 2010 (“Tracing Galician Jews”) in its community
building located in a nineteenth century district. Its cultural centre collects photographs,
recordings, religious artefacts, and daily life objects and produces brochures, maps, andCDs.
Another small private museum is located in the apartment of Mrs. Dr. FainaPetryakova,
former professor at the Lviv Academy of Arts, researcher in Ukrainian and Jewish art. The
museum has a library and a collection of Jewish art pieces.
A Jewish-owned restaurant (“Jerusalem”) was opened in 2009 and recreates the ambi-
ence of a traditional Galician Jewish dwelling, but is located far from the tourist areas.
While the whole community is compact in refusing the commercial “Under the Golden
Rose Restaurant” approach, different views on the heritagization policies and actions by
public authorities emerged during the interviews, reﬂecting different orientations and his-
tories within the community. One of the two youth organizations, for examples, supports
the municipal projects about the memorial monuments at the Golden Rose synagogue,
the old cemetery and the Janowska death camp, and actively participated in the elaboration
and project selection. The other organization, on the contrary, together with the more con-
servative and religious Union of Councils for Jews in the Former Soviet Union, supports the
long-dated request to rebuild the synagogue as it was and wants to clear the area of present
and future commercial activities, free the whole old cemetery area of the current market-
place use, and asks for the Janowska memorial to be entirely devoted to the Jewish
memory, with no Christian symbolism.
Thus, a part of the community sees heritagization and tourism development as a major
opportunity in a country that is struggling to reach higher standards of living, while another
part clearly sees the example of Jewish-themed business in Prague and Cracow as a bad
example of commercialization and asks for sharing both heritage signiﬁcance and
present-day Jewish life with visitors, rather than commodifying it.
As a result of these different views, all the public projects have been stopped by the
Economic Court of Lviv region, by the Economic Appeal Court and by the Supreme Econ-
omic Court of Ukraine. The project of synagogue rebuilding in its original Gothic and
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Renaissance styles is being reconsidered by the City Hall but is strongly criticized by archi-
tects and specialists as it would lead to a loss of authenticity. With the ﬁnal decision still
pending, restoration works for the urgent preservation of the ruins of the Golden Rose syna-
gogue started in 2015. At the same time, the Municipal authorities will not close the market-
place in the former Jewish cemetery, unless ﬁnancially compensated by other proponents,
and will keep authorizing construction sites in the empty areas of the former Ghetto. The
collections of the former Jewish Museum will not ﬁnd a space as well, as long as a
shared agreement with the Jewish community is not reached.
Discussion
This case study shows a complex and delicate relation between past heritage and present
needs. Tourism authorities and planners, together with private investors, are aware of the
potential of Jewish heritage as an asset for tourism destination development and product
diversiﬁcation. Lviv wants to present itself as a well-preserved multicultural heritage city,
having Prague and Cracow as clear models, and Jewish heritage offers a clear opportunity
in this sense. However, this heritage is linked to both cultural richness and unprecedented tra-
gedies, and a part of it has been devastated and neglected, thus needing investments and rede-
velopment in order tomake it signiﬁcant for the average tourist (Murphy, Pritchard, & Smith,
2000; Thurnell-Read, 2009); it is the case of both tangible sites, such as the ruins of the old
synagogue, the old cemetery, and the death camp, and intangible memories, including a
reﬂection on historical responsibilities that has not been faced in-depth in Ukraine, yet
(Marples, 2009). Other aspects of this heritage, both tangible and intangible, such as existing
houses and streets and memories of important personalities, can easily turn into signiﬁcant
attractors. The question is who has the responsibility to select and authorize different
aspects of this heritage, and which symbolical meaning should be attributed to it. Should
this heritage be presented as one ofmany different routes and attractions proposed to tourists?
Should it celebrate living Jewish culture or memorialize what no longer exists? Should it be
used to make the local population aware of the tragedies that occurred in the city? Should it
be linked with a broader discourse on democracy, multiculturalism, and tolerance? Should it
be used as a tool to seek international political legitimization? To what extent is commercial
or political exploitation of Jewish history and heritage legitimate? Such questions ought to be
consciously discussed by the “authorizers” at any stage of heritagization processes, as haste
in developing niche tourism products might lead to marginalization of stakeholders and
eventual dissonance and disinheritance. The same questions should be more openly and
broadly considered and discussed by the Ukrainian population, as the answers can only
come through an unbiased reﬂection on the past and a shared vision of the city’s future.
It is understandable that Jewish memories can be used as both a tourist attractor and a
demonstration of the value of cultural diversity, but the practical implications are very deli-
cate issues.
One of the major problems connected with Jewish heritage management in the city is
that the current city’s residents (Jews and non-Jews) are the unintentional heirs of this heri-
tage, both in terms of history and culture. Today’s inhabitants of Lviv have little memory of
its complex, multinational, and rich past. Jewish history is not yet widely perceived as part
of Ukraine’s history and the restoration of Jewish sites is not seen as a priority, as emerged
through the interviews.
The Decree on the Restitution of cult properties to religious organizations was signed in
1992 by the Ukrainian President Leonid Kravchuk and had limited effects for the Jews of
Lviv, since most of the religious buildings had disappeared during the Nazi occupation.
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Currently, there is no clear legislation in the country on the restitution of private properties
conﬁscated in Soviet times. Yet, tensions regarding the future of former Jewish properties
occasionally emerge, as in the case of the former Jewish cemetery of Lviv, currently used as
a busy and popular marketplace and envisioned by the Jewish community as a silent Holo-
caust memorial. The country’s national narrative often tends to overshadow and even deny
the multi-ethnic history of the city and the region, as happened in many other contexts in
former communist countries of Central and Eastern Europe (e.g. Gdańsk) (Rampley, 2012).
The current Jewish inhabitants of Lviv only have indirect ties with the heritage left by
the disappeared pre-war population, as the original community was wiped out during the
Holocaust. Yet, they still feel the full responsibility to protect and manage it. However,
different views emerge within the community, reﬂecting its composite history, and only
about 100 young people are active in its cultural activities. They reject the idea that
Jewish Lviv is a fossil and seek new ways to survive and develop, building strong links
with active centres of both religious and secular Jewish life in Israel, the USA, and
beyond. Its different voices demand involvement and attention for its present difﬁculties,
needs, and aspirations, but its members are aware that they do not have the strength to
manage such memories in an exclusive way.
Openly coping with the memories of both the Holocaust and the historical importance
of Jewish presence in Lviv, integrating them into the local identity and national history,
would help the current city’s residents consider Jewish heritage as “their own” heritage,
rather than “someone else’s” (Brandon & Lower, 2008).
At the same time, if broader city, regional, national, and European communities and
institutions are called in to take responsibility for this heritage, and recognize its historical
and cultural signiﬁcance, it will be inevitable that non-Jewish meanings will be attributed to
it. Jews and non-Jews, with the complex and multifaceted meanings attributed to these cat-
egorizations, will use spaces, institutions, interpersonal exchanges, and cultural represen-
tations to make sense of their own personal and collective historical inheritances.
Inserting this heritage within tourism routes will favour its knowledge and protection but
will also imply risks of commercialization.
Further questions of authenticity and representation, and balances between education
and remembrance and public and private funding, are likely to emerge.
Conclusion
Policies, actions, and visions on heritage tourism development involve not a historical but a
rhetorical reality, because the past tends to be edited and represented selectively to achieve
certain ends, usually economic, political, social, and cultural (Ashworth et al., 2007; Smith,
2006). In a global competition for tourism ﬂows, including cultural tourism business, the
creation of new tourism products, and the renewal of existing destinations, according to
their changing life cycles, have produced, particularly in the past few decades, a growing
interest in JHT, part of a broader rediscovery and interest in Jewish culture well documented
in the whole of Europe (Gruber, 2002). As this phenomenon is mainly led by non-Jews, the
multiple reasons and symbolic meanings associated to it vary from interest in multicultur-
alism to Holocaust guilt, from calls for democracy to romantic nostalgia. Exploitative
business is clearly part of this broader tendency, but proﬁt does not appear to be the only
reason. Public authorities and institutions at various levels tend to see it as a long-forgotten
part of a larger national identity and history, even where issues of collaborationism with the
Nazis have not been fully faced, yet, and where antisemitism is still present. As metapho-
rical attributions and representations are placed on this heritage on collective and individual
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levels, the nowadays Jewish world, which is experiencing a parallel ongoing reconstruction
of links and memories, risks to be paradoxically overshadowed. As younger Israeli and
American Jews are not necessarily directly or indirectly connected to the Holocaust and
to Yiddish or Sephardi culture, they also tend to attribute to the European Jewish heritage
new values and meanings. The tourism industry will be thus inclined to respond interpreting
these demands and trends through commodiﬁcation. According to Tunbridge and Ashworth
(1996), dissonance is frequent in processes of heritage development, in particular when
commodiﬁcation of historical resources implies the question of who creates a heritage
product for whom. Thus, the creation of place products, as well as the content of messages,
may in some cases lead to disinheritance.
The case of Lviv shows how a long-forgotten vast and complex tangible and intangible
heritage, linked with memories of both cultural richness and tragic massacres, is being the
focus of public and private initiatives for its promotion as a tourist asset, albeit with a
“selection” of what is going to be highlighted and what will disappear. The response
from the Jewish community is multifaceted, also due to its complex and heterogeneous
composition. The willing to beneﬁt from the economic impact of investments and
tourism is counterbalanced by fears of trivialization, distortion, and lack of protection for
other sites and aspects. At the same time, the local Jewish community is aware that its
small dimension and limited ﬁnancial means will imply a strong role by non-Jewish insti-
tutions, organizations, and individuals, with their connected different views on this heritage
and its potential.
Embracing the theory of Smith (2006, 2009) and Ashworth et al. (2007), this study
demonstrates that heritagization processes tend to create inclusion and exclusion, partici-
pation chances but also detachment and dissonance effects (Waterton, Smith, & Campbell,
2006). Particularly when major changes in the characteristics of the population occur,
ensuring a role to the people related to those cultures and heritages is a difﬁcult challenge,
as diversity should become a shared resource whose beneﬁts are accessible to the whole
community, albeit through a challenging AHD and an attribution of different symbolic
meanings and functions.
Future research can be done to expand this study. An in-depth analysis on the expec-
tations and consumption of Jewish heritage by tourists and on the way tourists perceive
it would be particularly interesting. The perception of the role of Jewish history and heritage
in the identity and the future perspectives of the city by the local ethnic Ukrainian popu-
lation should be analysed, too.
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